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Uncovered Ideas On Painless Tuscany Tours 

Programs 

Founded by the Etruscans as way back as 800 BC, Volterra grew affluent in the Middle Ages from 

mining and carving alabaster. Many artefacts from this period still survive in church buildings and 

cathedrals all through Tuscany and past. 

My most memorable expertise of the trip was going to a Tuscany winery and doing a cooking class 

on the way to cook dinner pasta and attending to eat within the wine cellar. The vineyard workers 

was super nice and the food was delicious. Even though an elective tour was cancelled due to 

climate considerations (and rightfully so), the day we spent discovering something else to expertise 

was considered one of my favourite days on the journey. Thank you for traveling with Collette to 

Tuscany. 

We did this as a non-public tour since we’re a household of 5 (kids 20, 18 & 15). Spent an amazing 

day with our guide Eleanora and excellent driver Florian seeing Siena, a neat small winery for a 

tasting, and San Gimignano. Picked up at our apartment in Florence in a nice clear Mercedes van, 

we headed to Siena, whereas Ella supplied a great background of the realm and it’s history en route. 

Ella studied in Siena and knew what highlights to see during our time there. 

From Siena, take an excursion to Volterra, a former essential Etruscan city, and San Gimignano, a 

picturesque, completely preserved medieval town with its 14 towers from the 13th century. In 

Narni, a guided visit of the Convent of San Domenico basement reveals a cell the place prisoners of 

the Inquisition wrote graffiti on the partitions. Also, enjoy guided strolling excursions in Spoleto, 

Assisi and Perugia. 

You're free to discover Montecatini Terme at your individual tempo today or simply relax at your 

lodge. Alternatively, our full-day optionally available excursion to Florence might show difficult to 

resist. You're heading to the walled medieval town of Volterra on right now's included excursion, 

the place the spotlight is a visit to the Etruscan Museum. 

We are delighted to current the brand new, 5-star MS Robert Burns - a very world-class vessel. 

Designed solely with our prospects in mind, this luxury floating hotel is the perfect setting to loosen 

up and unwind after a day of sightseeing. Exceptional creativity from Europe’s most interesting 

design studio has produced a masterpiece of on-board type and luxury. 

Take the early riser’s breakfast or enjoy a heartier option at the sumptuous full breakfast buffet. 

Enjoy the comprehensive lunch buffet, however make sure to make room for afternoon tea and the 

chef’s special patisserie. The day’s culinary spotlight is the luxurious 4-course dinner. 



 
 

 

 
Family Friendly Tours 

 

 

That being mentioned, the Collette tour information obtained earlier than the tour, Kevin, gave us 

some incorrect info. For instance, he advised us we should change US forex to Euros once we 

obtained to Europe. We should have made the trade regionally at both AAA or our native financial 

institution which might not have charged us for the service. 

We'll visit Siena's city hall, Palazzo Pubblico, and the enchanting Duomo (cathedral) featuring 

probably the most ornate mosaic floor in all of Italy. After breakfast (colazione) we drive to Lucca, 

also referred to as "town of 100 churches." The churches are protected towards Medieval invasions 

with big, fortified walls. We visit the well-known Duomo, the Amphitheater and the spectacular 

Church of San Frediano. Enjoy some free time this afternoon - take a stroll on Via Veneto, have a 

gelato or perhaps do some buying. 

My most memorable experience of the trip was going to a Tuscany vineyard and doing a cooking 

class on how to prepare dinner pasta and getting to eat in the wine cellar. The vineyard workers was 

super good and the meals was delicious. Even although an optional tour was cancelled as a result of 

climate considerations (and rightfully so), the day we spent finding something else to experience 

was certainly one of my favourite days on the journey. Thank you for traveling with Collette to 

Tuscany. 



 
 

 

The city is split between a lower and higher section, often known as Montecatini Bassa (lower) and 

Montecatini Alto (higher). One of the best ways to go between the two sections is via the city’s 

historic funicular railway, which has been working since 1888. The higher town is most historic, 

with pretty cobbled lanes, stunning views and a 12th century church. 

We are able to offer an in depth program of guided tours for both individual clients and teams to the 

cities of Florence, Siena, Lucca, Pisa and the coast of the Etruscans. On the ultimate day of your 

journey, you'll have the option of occurring a guided tour of Florence. After breakfast, we'll drive 

you to the airport in time on your flight. 

You will have the ability to get pleasure from these over an evening aperitif earlier than moving to 

the resort’s trendy restaurant for a tasty dinner. study the art of selfmade Manfricolo pasta from a 

chef during a PASTA DEMONSTRATION, adopted by lunch. Next is Spoleto, a former Roman 

metropolis and capital of an essential Lombard duchy from the 6th to the eighth centuries. During 

your walking tour with a Local Guide, take footage of La Rocca, the former papal fortress that was 

used as a excessive-safety jail till 1982; admire the Ponte delle Torri, erected on the foundations of 

a Roman aqueduct; and visit PIAZZA DEL DUOMO. This night, dinner awaits at Vecchio Camino 

restaurant. 

The price of this holiday is per person, based mostly on two people sharing a twin room. Single 

rooms are topic to availability on the relevant complement. The price includes seven nights’ 

lodging with breakfast and 4 dinners, all tours as talked about, entrance to the Uffizi gallery, airport 

departure taxes and transfers, flights as talked about, all local accommodation taxes and the services 

of a Riviera Travel tour supervisor. We then drive on via the countryside to San Gimignano, one of 

Italy’s most stunning villages. 

Combine this with the haunting great thing about the native countryside, an enviable climate, one of 

many world’s great cuisines, and you have all the ingredients for an outstanding vacation. Our Best 

of Tuscany tour has rolling hills, lush vineyards, and meals fit for a king. We’ll take you to three of 

Tuscany’s most charming hilltop towns in an accompanied day journey from Florence. Break for a 

dream lunch at a wonderful Tuscan estate, and luxuriate in an exclusive tasting of Chianti’s most 

interesting wines. Spend a full day exploring Italy’s ‘Art City’ Florence, whose museums, palaces 

and churches house some of the world’s best inventive treasures. 

Little else was constructed but luckily even much less demolished, thus accounting for Siena’s 

outstanding preservation. We may have a guided tour of town and through the afternoon you're free 

to explore as you want. The Palazzo San Lorenzo is about right in the heart of the city of Colle di 

Val d’Elsa, often known as the ‘City of Crystal’. Converted from an previous hospital the lodge 

offers completely modern comforts, a wonderful winter garden housing the bar and breakfast room, 

outdoors terrace and a restaurant serving scrumptious native specialities. You have heard about this 

well-known city for years and now you will lastly get to see it on this Pisa City Center Private Tour. 

Tour information and driver were very skilled and extremely likable. I actually obtained the best 

value for a tour. I have recommended your excursions to all that are excited about a very stellar 

tour. expertise. Collette was very professional and arranged with the planning of the Italy trip. 

Airport journey assist and data NOT useful however a BEAUTIFUL young man known as Collette 

in U S on his phone for us and got preparations made. The variety of experiences - cooking class, 

vineyard visit, go to to the cheese farm plus the native excursions. I suppose each city we visited 



 
 

 

and the expert guides that advised the historical past from an area viewpoint have been the 

highlights. Awesome service! 

The Carrara Marble Quarries Tour by Jeep is a whirlwind 2.25-hour adventure that you'll most 

actually be writing residence about. We bet that you've probably never even heard of the Tuscan 

Carrara Marble Quarries before this publish, and you will love them. These mines have provided 

marble to Italy for hundreds of years and many cities utilized the marble including Rome. Your 

4WD journey will take you into two quarries, including an underground one. 

The Park Hotel Le Fonti, partly converted from an outdated farm, is about on the sting of the old 

city of Volterra with spectacular views over the surrounding countryside, and has a bar, good high 

quality restaurant and panoramic terrace. No visit to Tuscany is full with no go to to a typical 

cantina for a tour of the cellars and a taste of a few of the most nicely-identified wines on the earth. 

We go to the world famend Chianti area to visit the Foresteria Villa Cerna, one of many Cecchi 

household’s estates. 

Thank you for traveling with Collette to Tuscany. Your feedback might be reviewed by the Air 

department so as to enhance the overall touring experience for our friends.I was charged $28.00 in 

Europe. He additionally should have been educated in regards to the lodge amenities, he was not. In 

addition, he ought to have informed us concerning the spa across the road from our hotel as a few of 

us might need scheduled a spa remedy. For a brief tour, this tour was packed! We had plant of time 

with knowledgable guides and likewise loads of time to discover on our personal. 

I would recommend them for a tour. The Hotel was alos wonderful. The only drawback with the 

tour was it was too quick, there were so many issues to do and locations to see, and we all the time 

completed up wishing there was extra time, the guide and driver were excellent! Rather loved our 

free day in Montacatini, with no time schedule. Thank you for touring with Collette to Tuscany. 

Have a memorable experience in Tuscany visiting iconic sights and immersing yourself in the 

Tuscan delicacies and wine together with connoisseur cooking lessons. A great day, significantly 

the farm – an actual insight to rural Tuscany life, we liked it! 

Thank you for traveling with Collette to Tuscany. All Feefo feedback and written surveys might be 

reviewed by the Product Design Team in order to improve the general touring experience for our 

friends. EVerything about this tour was wonderful. The tour information, Mattia, was succesful, 

entertaining, and personable. The people on the tour were enjoyable and straightforward to speak to, 

and the Tuscany websites have been so stunning and attention-grabbing. 

Of course, you will style Italy's most delectable Baci sweet. An elective dinner outing is out there. 

Quality dining is an integral part of your cruise experience and the very good cuisine is prepared 

on-board by our dedicated and gifted cooks. 

Felt cared for and secure within the group (as a single traveler) but had freedom to explore. Great 

tour guides/local specialists, the extra cooking class was incredible, and the cheese farm lunch was 

certainly one of my favorites. Restaurants have been chosen properly, day journeys were chosen 

with considered how each second could be priceless. Great tour manager on Italy. Elena was very 

educated and she selected excellent native guides. 

With 44 crew members serving simply 169 friends, you’ll obtain first-class service at every second. 

We are delighted to current the brand new, 5-star MS Oscar Wilde – a truly world-class vessel. 



 
 

 

Designed solely with our clients in mind, this luxurious floating resort is the right setting to loosen 

up and unwind after a day of sightseeing. Exceptional creativity from Europe’s finest design studio 

has produced a masterpiece of on-board style and luxury. With 44 crew members serving simply 

169 friends, you’ll receive first class service at every moment.Little else was constructed but 

fortuitously even less demolished, thus accounting for Siena’s remarkable preservation. We will 

have a guided tour of town and during the afternoon you're free to explore as you want. The Palazzo 

San Lorenzo is about right within the coronary heart of the city of Colle di Val d’Elsa, often known 

as the ‘City of Crystal’. Converted from an outdated hospital the hotel offers thoroughly modern 

comforts, a wonderful winter backyard housing the bar and breakfast room, outdoors terrace and a 

restaurant serving delicious native specialities. You have heard about this well-known metropolis 

for years and now you'll finally get to see it on this Pisa City Center Private Tour.It owes its wealth 

to the commercial explosion that emerged after the Dark Ages when wool and different textile 

industries, backed by a few of the very first international banks, turned Florence into one of the 

world’s richest cities. Italy’s creative contribution surpasses that of any other nation, while 

Tuscany’s bucolic scenery is home to more historic monuments than any other complete nation on 

earth. For centuries Italy has attracted guests in search of tradition and romance and there are few 

countries that can rival its famend Classical origins, its art, music, architecture, surroundings, food 

and wine. As house to the Roman Empire, the Renaissance, the Roman Catholic Church and the 

Vatican, its contribution to the arts surpasses that of any other nation.10 all the away round. If you 

really wish to see all of it, go for a full-day tour that covers a number of locations in Tuscany. 

You’ll see extra locations, though you gained’t have as much time in every one—Tuscany is the 

fifth-largest area in Italy. These trips are typically long days, covering plenty of floor and routinely 

running for 11 to 12 hours, with some at 14 hours or extra. Itineraries can differ, however 

excursions tend to include stops in Siena, San Gimignano, Pisa, Lucca, and Monteriggioni, plus 

wine tasting in Chianti and lunch or dinner.  

Organize your Source time 

 

http://garrettggaqh.canariblogs.com/a-background-analysis-of-smart-strategies-in-tours-of-tuscany-9792547


 
 

 

Tonight, we get pleasure from a Florentine dinner with local wines at our hotel. After a hearty 

breakfast, we get pleasure from a ride via the Tuscan countryside on our approach to Florence. Our 

deluxe motorcoach navigates the rolling hills, scenic vineyards and postcard-excellent vistas of 

Tuscany. Your tour chief provides you with some useful information about the area when you relax 

and benefit from the surroundings. This morning, it's a ten minute bus experience over to a different 

nation - Vatican City. 

There are tours and then there may be this one. Our information was Angela (Angie in brief), and 

our driver was Giuseppe. We did this tour on the 20th of April. This was by far essentially the most 

totally planned and nicely executed tour I even have ever been on. Everything worked like 

clockwork. 

We simply completed a visit with Alexia and she or he was funny, educated, personable, and above 

all -- professional. The sights visited had been incredible. 

My most favorite memory was spending time in Florence. For a single traveller, this trip was the 

best to Tuscany of all of the tour corporations I looked at. It was probably the most attention-

grabbing I have been on because of the number of experiences on provide. The Tour Manager was 

very good as was our coach driver and the local guides employed. 

An excellent mix of beautiful places, culture, shopping, culinary delights, wine and rest are part of 

each day. to Tuscany’s most vital historical and cultural locations creating unique memories to final 

a lifetime. Our tours offer the traveller a journey via the area as a local, not a tourist. Meeting and 

getting to know the locals and really living the Tuscan lifestyle. 

Olivia (tour information) and Ricardo (our bus driver) we’re very personable and a pleasure to 

spend the day with! Got to see everything with ample time, by no means feeing rushed! 

Tours in Tuscany may be of several types, from the more basic ones that visit the most stunning 

cities in Tuscany to the popular food and wine tours and purchasing excursions. Anyone who enjoys 

traveling and discovering a new place with an organized tour will find a number of provides for 

visiting Tuscany on short, at some point tours as well as by way of longer excursions, such as as 

weekly tour of Tuscany. 

The staff are attentive without being intrusive, individual interests are catered for in a thoughtfully 

planned itinerary. Their intimate data of Tuscany and all it presents, from Historic villages by way 

of to fabulous restaurants makes this a wonderful holiday. 

Next stop is the Museum of Medieval Armours and Weapons, the place you possibly can handle a 

number of the weaponry and even try on armour. We'll then move on to Siena, whose medieval city 

centre is likely one of the most perfectly preserved in Europe. 

 


